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ABSTRACT

Consider estimating a functional T(F) of an unknown distribution F e F from
data X1, * * ,X,, i.i.d. F. A companion paper introduced a bound on the rate of con-
vergence of estimates Tn of T as a function of n. The bound involved the modulus of
continuity b (e) of the functional T over F. The bound says that the estimation error
T^-T cannot converge to zero faster than b(n112) uniformly over F. This rate bound
was shown to be at least as strong as some earlier bounds on rates of convergence.
In this paper we show that the "modulus of continuity" bound is attainable, to within
constants, whenever T is linear and F is convex. In two nonlinear cases -- estimating
the rate of decay of a density, and estimating the mode -- the bound is also attainable
to within constants.
We do this by introducing a new bound on the rate of convergence and showing that
this new bound is always attainable (to within constants). The new bound is based on
the difficulty of testing between the composite, infinite dimensional hypotheses
Ho:T(F)<t and Hl:T(F)>t+A.
The modulus bound and the new bound are comparable -- and hence the modulus
bound is attainable to within constants -- whenever the difficulty of the hardest simple
two-point testing subproblem is comparable to the difficulty of the full infinite-
dimensional composite problem. This property holds whenever T is linear and F is
convex, and also in the cases of the tail rate functional and the mode discussed above.
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1. Introduction

Let T (F) be a functional of an unknown distribution F and let X1,... , X,, be i.i.d. F. As in

Donoho and Liu (1987a,b) (hereafter [GR I] and [GR i]), we are interested in estimating T(F). For

example, T (F) might be the linear functional f (0), the density of F at zero, or the nonlinear func-

tional ff 2, the squared L2-norm of the density f . Such functionals arise in nonparametric estimation

and have the general property that they cannot usually be estimated at a root-n rate. In fact if all that is

known is that F e F where F is a given class of smooth densities, it may turn out that no estimator

n= T (X1, X,,) can converge to T (F) at rate faster than nt/2 for some q <1.

In [GR I], this phenomenon was discussed and a new way of establishing it was introduced.

Given the modulus of continuity of T over the class F, with respect to Hellinger distance,

b(e) = sup(lT(Fi)-T(Fo)I:H(F1,FO) :sF e F) (1.1)

it was shown that no estimator can converge to T (F) faster than b (n-112) uniformly over F. This

bound is valid for all functionals, and it was shown in [GR I] that the bound is at least as strong as rate

bounds due to Farrell, Stone, and Hasminskii.

In this paper we discuss the attainability of this bound as regards rate. Since the b (n112) bound

subsumes several existing nonparametric, parametric, and semiparametric bounds, we know, of course,

from the extensive work on nonparametrics (e.g. Farrell (1972), Wahba (1975), Stone (1980), ...) that

the bound is often attainable. We show in this paper that for linear functionals, the rate is attainable in

great generality.

Some terminology. The loss function 1(t) is well behaved if it is a symmetric increasing function of ItI

and if 1( -t) < a l(t) for all t. Thus t2 and It I are well-behaved, with a =9/4 and a=3/2 respectively.

We write f (n ) 4 g (n ) if the ratio of the two terms is bounded away from zero and infinity as n o.

Combining Theorems 2.1, 2.4, and 3.1 below, we get

Corollary. Let T be linear and F be convex. If T is bounded on F, so that

s? IT|(F)I < Co,

and if b (e) is Holderian with exponent q, so that
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b(e) = Ceq+O(eq),
then the optimal rate of convergence is b (n 112):

inf sip EF I (T,, -T) #%J I (b (n -"2)).

for any well-behaved loss function 1.

Thus, for linear functionals -- the density at a point, the derivative of a density at a point, the

density of a convolution factor at a point -- the optimal rate of convergence is r = q /2, where q is the

exponent in the modulus of continuity. In short, the rate of convergence -- a statistical quantity -- is

determined by the modulus of continuity -- a quantity deriving from the geometry of the graph of T

over the regularity class F.

We establish this result by directing attention away from the modulus of continuity, and focusing

instead on (another) new bound on the rate of convergence. In section 2 we derive a new bound from a

measure of the difficulty of testing the composite hypothesis Ho: T(F):St against the composite

hypothesis H1: T(F)2t+A. While in general, this new bound is much more difficult to compute than

the modulus bound, it appears to be the "right thing" to be computed. Indeed, under a certain

hypothesis on the asymptotic behavior of the new bound (see (2.9)), it is always attainable to within

constant factors, whatever be the functional -- linear or nonlinear. This is, to our knowledge, the first

lower bound on estimation of functionals which comes equipped with a (near-) attainability result

In section 3, we show that, in the linear T, convex F case, the modulus bound and the new bound

agree to within constants. The hypothesis (2.9) holds, and so the attainability of the new bound to

within constants implies that of the modulus bound to within constants.

In section 4, we show that the modulus bound and the new bound are equivalent if and only if a

certain minimax identity holds, at least approximately. That is, the testing difficulty of the hardest sim-

ple subproblem HO:Fo versus H1:F1, with T(Fo)<t and T(F1)>t+A, should be roughly the same as

the difficulty of the full composite problem Ho:T(F)<t versus H1:T(F).t+A. Thus, the modulus

bound "works" in the case of T linear, F convex, because the difficulty of the hardest 2-point subprob-

lem is comparable to the difficulty of the full problem.
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In section 5 we discuss some examples of nonlinear functionals. The first is the rate of tail decay

(Du Mouchel (1983), Hall and Welsh (1983)). For this functional, the minimax identity holds precisely.

Actually, in this case, the minimax test of Ho:T(F).t versus HI:T(F)>t+A can be worked out in

detail; it turns out to have a cerain monotonicity in t which shows that the new bound can be attained

to within a factor 2. In the second example, esimating the mode, the minimax identity does not hold,

but the hardest 2-point subproblem has a difficulty that is again comparable to the full problem, and so

the modulus is again attainable.

One should not always suppose the modulus bound to be attainable in the nonlinear setting. As

one can infer from recent results of Ritov and Bickel (1987) and, in a related problem, of Ibragimov,

Nemirovskii, and Hasminskii (1987), attainability of the modulus bound can fail already for quadtic

functionals. Our calculations, which we plan to present in another paper, give examples where the

modulus bound and the Farrel/Stone/Hasminskii bounds fail to give the optimal rate, but our new

bound can be computed, satisfies the hypothesis (2.9), and so gives the right rate.

An interesting feature of our approach is the use of notation and techniques due to Le Cam (1973,

1975, 1985) and Birg6 (1983). In brief, the idea is that the difficulty of an estimation problem ought to

be determined by the difficulty of a corresponding testing problem. As Le Cam has shown how to

bound the difficulty of certain testing problems in terms of Hellinger affinity, and has developed certain

useful tools for computing Hellinger affinity, his machinery is well suited for this paper, which seeks to

relate the Hellinger modulus to the difficulty of certain tests. In particular, Le Cam's little known result,

given below as Lemma 3.4, is fundamental. Also, a technique of Birg6 (1983) allows us to translate

exponential bounds on testing efrors (such as (2.10)) into bounds on expectations of well-behaved loss

functions (such as (2.12)).

These results should be compared with those of Birg6 (1983). He found that for the problem of

estimating the entire density (and not just a single functional of it), the geometry of the problem,

expressed in terms of certain dimension numbers, determines the optimal rate. In this paper, we show

that for estimating a linear functional, the geometry, expressed in tenns of the modulus of continuity,

determines the optimal rate. We note that the problem of recovering the entire density is like recover-
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ing a whole collection of linear functionals, and so is in some sense a linear problem. Thus, our work

and Birg6's both say that for linear problems the optimal rate derives from the geometry of the prob

lem.
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2. An Attainable Bound

As in section 1, let T be a functional of interest, and let F be the regularity class in which F is

known to lie. Let Fs, and F2, +,& denote the subsets of F where T takes values s t and a t + A, respec-

tively. Let F^',) denote the set of product measures of X1, . . . X,, iid F, F c F.,, and similarly for

F(A*)+i. Denote by conv (F(^,) the set of all measures on RI which can be gotten as convex combina-

tions of the product measures in F(.) Such a measure corresponds to the following: a random device is

used to select an element F a FS,, and then n observations are taken from this realized F. In words,

conv (Fr,,)) represents all the joint distributions of data X1, X,, which can be obtained by Baye-

sians under a scheme in which (X1, X,,) and F are random, with X1,*** X. conditionally i.i.d. F,

and where F is a random element taking values in F,,.

Let P and Q be probability distributions on a common space. Then the testing affinity (LeCam

(1973), (1985)) is

JC(P,Q) = iif Ep ¢ + EQ (1 - (2.1)

it is the sum of errors of the best test between P and Q. If P and Q are sets of measures, let i (P, Q)

denote the largest testing affinity tr(P,Q) between any pair (P,Q) with P a P and Q e Q-the

difficulty of the hardest "two-point" testing problem. We note, following Le Cam (1973, 1985) that if

we view P and Q as composite hypotheses, the minimax risk, i.e. the risk of the best test for separating

P and Q is iX (conv (P), conv (Q)). (Unless P and Q are convex, this minimax risk is usually unequal to

the risk t (P, Q) of the hardest 2-point problem). We note that ir(P ,Q) = I - I L I(P,Q), where

L 1(P ,Q) = fjdP -dQ I denotes the LI distance, so computing the minimax risk amounts to finding the

L 1 distance between the convex hulls of P and Q. Note that 0 5 i 5 1.

2.1. The Lower Bound

Our two main definitions are as follows. The upper affinity aA (n, A) of the estimation problem is

aA, (n,A) = sup i (conv (F(")), conv (F(),)&)). (2.2)

This is the minimax risk of the hardest problem of distinguishing Ho: F,, and H1: F, + a at sample
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size n. Next, we let AA (n,a) be the function inverse to aA:

AA (n,a) = sup (A: aA (n,A) 2 C).
In words, AA (n,a) measures the largest A at which, in a sample of size n, one cannot test hypotheses

Ho: Fs, and H1: Fat +A with sum of errors less hn a. As one might expect based on the exposition

in [GR 1], AA places certain limits on how well T can be estimated. Essentially, this is because any

estimator T,, of T gives rise to a test decide Ho if Tx s T + A/2, decide H1 if T. > T + A/2.

Theorem 2.1 (Lower Bound).

inf sr PF (I T, - T (F) I AA(n,a)/2) > a/ 2 (2.3)

Proof. Without loss of generality let the supremum over t in the definition of aA be attained, at to,

and the supremum over A in the definition of AA be attained; otherwise an eF and E2 would have to be

added in several places below, and later picked arbitrarily close to zero.

The minimax risk for testing between Ho: Fsto and H1: F.t,+A is a. It follows that for any test

statistic

a :s SUE PFO (reject Ho) + PF1 (accept Ho)
Foe YstO0

F1eF2t

so

a/2 supF0EI max(PFO (reject Ho) .PF1 (accept Ho)).
Fie Fato+

This implies that the test mentioned earlier, based on T, has at least the indicated maximum of Type I

and Type II errors. Now

PFO(ITo - T (F) I . A/ 2) > PF (T - T (F) > A/ 2)
= PF (reject HO)

and similarly

PF1 (ITx -T (F)i 2 A/2) 2 PF1 (accept Ho).
Combining the last 3 displays gives
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F0eF, Fmax PF (IT -T(F)| a A/2) > a/2 (2.4)
0'

F1e F2 to+,

as F0, F1 e F and TX was arbitrary, (2.3) is proved. 0

Corollary. For each a in (0, 1), AA (n a) is a bound on the rate of convergence: for any symmetric

increasing lossfunction I (t),

inf sVp EF l(T, -T (F)) 2 l (AA(n,a)/2) a/2 (2.5)

for all n.

The reader should note that AA is (nearly) the best lower bound derivable by a testing argument.
..

Indeed, for each t, A, and n, there exists a test between F, and F2,+, which attains the lower bound

(2.4) within a factor 2. Thus the key inequality (2.4) cannot be improved by more than a factor 2.

In the form we have stated it here, the lower bound is original. However, there is some relation with a

bound on the size of confidence sets, due to Meyer (1977). The only examples the authors know of

where an attempt is made to calculate something resembling this bound are Hall and Marron (1987) and

Ritov and Bickel (1987). In both examples, the authors are attempting to lower bound an estimation

error by the Bayes risk in testing between highly composite finite hypotheses. While they don't expli-

citly define any of the quantities we will deal with in this paper, a sympathetic reader may agree that

their efforts are in the same direction.

2.2. An Estimator derived from Minimax Tests

It is reasonable to guess that because the bound (2.3) cannot be substantially improved by a test-

ing argument, it might be nearly attainable. Let us consider, then, constructing an estimator using the

minimax tests which come close to attaining the key inequality (2.4). The minimax test for a given n,

t, and A may be thought of as follows: It defines an acceptance region, a measurable set

A = A (t,n,A) c R , such that if the sample X1,X2, * ,X,, falls in A, we accept H0: F!,; otherwise

we reject Ho. The existence of such tests allows us to "construct" an estimator. This estimator is not

intended to be implemented on a computer; but its finite, concrete character allows us to demonstrate

that the bound AA (n,a) can be (nearly) attained in great generality. In order to guarantee that a
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minimax test has the indicated form, it is convenient to assume all the elements of F are absolutely

continuous with respect to a fixed measure.

The Binary Search Estimator

The estimator we propose requires that T be bounded on F: M = SUPF I T (F) I < . The estima-

tor has a "tuning constant" A, which will depend in a prescribed way with sample size. At a given

sample size n, A is fixed and we proceed as follows. Let N =N(M,A) be the smalest integer such that

3(-v A>2M. Let IN 32)N /2 ad hN=+( ) A/2. Then the interval [IN,hN] contains [-M M]. At
2 2 2

this point we proceed as follows. Given data X1 . . X,,, we perform a minimax test between the

upper third of [lN,h,,] and the lower third, i.e. we test F,-M/3 against F,M/3. We then form a new inter-

val [lN-1,hN-1] by deleting from the current one whichever third - upper or lower - is rejected by the

test. After testing the lower third of the new interval [IN1,hN.1.] against the upper third, we form the

interval [lN1-2,hv-2] by deleting from [lN-1,hN-1I whichever third was rejected. Continuing in this way,

we get a sequence of intervals, each one 2/3 as long as the previous one; we arrive after N stages at an

interval [lo,hol of length A, and we pick as our estimate T. the midpoint of this interval. The key

result about the behavior of this procedure is

Lemma 2.2. Apply the binary search estimator with parameters A, M, and N. Set lo=-2 and

nk = (2)kA for k .1. Set dk 3)Afor k =O,* . Then

N-1
,UpPF IT, - T(F )I > 1,n I < l; aA4 (n ,di ).(26Spr i=kt(26

In particular,

A N-1
PF {ITm-T(F)I >A) < ZaA(nX 1 ( 3 )kCA)2 k=O '2 2

which makes an interesting comparison with (2.3). Below we will see that under (2.9), aA (n 3(-)kA)

decreases rapidly with k, and this upper bound is comparable with the lower bound (2.3).

Proof. We first give a formal description of the algorithm.
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Algorithm Estimate ( A N :

k :=N

'N -1 2

hN :=1 3 A

while k > 0 do

ak :=tk+-j(h-Ilk)

bk :=lk+ (hk -lk)

Test Ho:Fgak against Hi:FZb,

if Accept Ho then /* new interval is (l,b) */
Ik-I := 1k ; hk-l := bk

if Reject Ho then /* new interval is (a,h) */
lk-I:= ak ; hk1:= hk

k :=k-1
end while

T, = (10+ho)/2

end Algorithm

Suppose that in place of the Test step in the algorithm, we could substitute an oracle that always

answered correctly. Running such an ideal algorithm would produce sequences ((l*,hZ),k =0,*** N)

and ((akb ), k = 1, N all functionals of F.

Consider now the tests 1* ,t, with tk rninimax for testing

Ho:F,. versus H1:Fbk..
The probability that 4k decides incorrectly is

7c(conv(F,),conv(F(r) ) < aA(n,b*-a*) CAA(n,dk-l) (2.7)

Consider now (2.6), and let k >0. If the tests 4i all decide correctly for i =k+1, ,I, then

T, E (I*,h*) and so IT, -T(F)I s h -1k Ilk. Therefore,
N

P(IT,,-T(F)I>lkl S P( U ft,decides incorrectly)) (2.8)i=k+1
N

< £ P E,i decides incorrectly)
i=k+l
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N-l
< Z caA(ndi);

the last step uses (2.7). The argument in the case k =0 is similar. Cl

N-1
While the sum £ aA (n ,di) may look difficult to work with, a simple hypothesis on AA (n ,a) affords a

useful bound.

Theorem 2.3. Let asce (0,1) be ftxed. Suppose there exist q >0 and 0 <A0 <AI <o0 so that

A0 Ilg al < AA(n,a) s Al Ilogal] (2.9)
for Ilogal/n <e-0. Pick nO so that Ilogal/n0 < e0 and ao aA(nOA0/A eg'2) < 1. Define

f3 ' llog(a (2-a))l and = Ilog(ao (2-ao))I. Then with A C AA(n,a) and di as in
4 AO 4n0

Lemma 2.2

N-1 20
Z aA(n,di) < +r,, (2.10a)

N-i o2
i- a(n,di) < 1_02 + r, (2.1Ob)

for n > 2no, where

0 exp(-C2"q ,B)

r. - 1log(A3M'2) exp(-n y) (2.11)

The proof is given in section 7. In view of (2.6), these bounds imply that for the binary search estima-

tor with parameters A, M, and N, we can have P (IT,,-TI > KAA(n,a)) as near zero as we like, by

choosing C large and K still larger. Thus AA (n,a) is the optimal rate of convergence (Compare (2.5)).

A more precise statement is possible for well-behaved loss functions (recall the definition in the intro-

duction).

Theorem 2.4. Suppose that 1(t) is well-behaved with constant a, and that (2.9) holds. Pick C so large

that 02a < 1. Then for the binary search estimator with parameter A = C AA (n ,a) we have

EF l(Tf-T) FA F(A(n,a)) n >nj (2.12)
for every F EF, where
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A20a (2 10a (2.13)
1

1-02a
The proof is in section 7. Combining (2.12) with (2.5) gives

Corollary. Under the assunptions of Theorem 2.4,

inf sup EFI(T -T) X l(AA (n,a))TX,
In words, the minimax risk has the same asymptotic behavior as l (AA (n ,a)), to within constants.

This use of minimax tests to construct estimators is inspired by work of Le Cam (1973), (1975),

(1985) and by Birg6 (1983). The Le Cam-Birg6 approach was developed for the problem of estimating

an entire density, not just a single functional of it. It is based on covering the space F by Hellinger

balls and then testing between balls to see in which ball the true F lies. Our approach differs, in that

we are testing between level sets of the functionals in question. As far as the authors can see, testing

between balls could not give the results we are looking for.
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3. Attainability and Linearity

The reader may suppose, rightly, that AA is not easy to calculate. In the important special case

where T is linear, it may be bounded using the modulus of continuity, as we show in this section.

3.1. The Main Result

Theorem 3.1. Suppose T is linear and F is convex. Fix coe (0,1) and aoce (0,1). Then for a .caO

and log a l/n < F0 there exist universal constants c , C with

b(c 7Ilg l) < AA (n,a) e, b(C Ilo a (3.1)
We may take C = 412 and c =1/2, for ao, F0 small enough.

If b is Holderian, (3.1) establishes assumption (2.9). Invoking now the Corollaries of Theorems 2.1 and

2.4, we get the Corollary cited in the introduction.

We should emphasize that an inequality of this sort should not be expected for every functional -- the

modulus bound is simply not attainable in general. The lower bound can always be established; it is the

upper bound that may fail.

3.2. The Best 2-Point Testing Bound

To clarify matters somewhat, let us introduce yet another lower bound on the rate of convergence. The

"two-point testing bound" A2 (n ,a) is defined as follows. Let

a2(n,A) = sup 7 (F('), F (A)+,&) (3.2)

Note the omission of the convex hull operation in comparison with the definition (2.2) of aA. Similarly,

let A2 (n a) be the inverse function of a2. We can also write

A2(n,a) = sup( IT (Fl) - T (F0) :n(Ff`)FP)) >a). (3.3)

This is a lower bound on the rate of convergence. Indeed, as a < aA , we have

A2(n,a) c AA (n,a); (3.4)

as AA has the lower bound property (2.3), it follows that A2 is a lower bouind as well. Thus, (2.3) holds

with A2 in place of AA. One could also argue directly -- compare Theorem 2.1 of [GR I].
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One can say more; L2 iS (nearly) the best possible two-point testing bound. Thus, for a given n and a,

the largest 8 for which there exists a pair (F0,F1) with T(F1)- T(F0) > 8, and which cannot be dis-

tinguished by the best test with sum of errors better than a, is precisely A2(n,a). No 2-point bound on

the maximum probability of error can exceed a, while this bound guarantees at least ac2.

The two point bound is closely related to the modulus. Indeed we have

Lemma 3.2. Fix co (0,1) and ao e (0,1). There exist constants c and C so that for a<cao< 1 and

log aVn <o0,

b [c lg al] 5 A2(n,a) s5 b c Ito& al] (3.5)

We may take C = F and c2/2 = (I -e*) log (2-ao)ca
FE0 log ao

Before giving the proof, we need some facts from Le Cam (1973), (1985, Chapter 4). First, recall the

Hellinger Affinity

P(P,Q) = J4IpdAd (3.6)
where p and q denote densities with respect to a measure j. which dominates P and Q (e.g.

A =P + Q). We have the inequalities

JC (P,Q ) 5 p (p, Q), p2 <_ 7(2-nt) 37

where x is the testing affinity, and the identity

p(P,Q) = -(2-H2(P,Q)) (3.8)2

where H denotes Hellinger distance. We also have the elementary, but very useful, formula

P(P (")Q(-))= p(P,Q)a (3.9)

where P(a) and Q(a) denote n-fold product measures with marginals P and Q. Arned with these, we

can proceed.

Proof. Define

ho(n,a) = inf (H (Fl,Fo): J(Ff"),FR)) s a)
and
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hI (n,a) = sup (H (F 1,F 0): n (F F(V') . a).
Using (3.6)-(3.9), we have the easy inequalities

h 2 (n,a) a 2(1 - (a(2-a))112") (3.10)

h2 (n, a) !r 2(I - al'^ 3.1

Combining these with the definition of b (e), we have

b (ho(n,a)) 5 A2(n,a) s b (h1(n,a)). (3.12)
The result then follows by (3.13) and (3.14) below. 0

Lemma 3.3.

(1 - al"A) s ,logal (3.13)

Fix ao < 1, e>O. There exists a finite positive constant c so that for a < aD, I log a lln <co we have

(1-(2a)2n) > c2/2 log (3.14)
n

We may take c 2/2 = (1-e 4C) log (2-a0) a0
C0 log ao

This result is proved in the appendix, section 7.

In particular, If b (e) is Holderian, then b (n -"2) is equivalent, to within constants, with A2(n ,a). And so

the question of the attainability, as regards rate, of b (n -"2) is equivalent to the attainability of the best

2-point testing bound. Compare also section 6 of [GR I].

The reader will note that (3.4)-(3.5) together establish the lower bound of (3.1) -- without any

hypotheses on T or F.

3.3. Establishing the Upper Bound

Le Cam has established a fact which seems, at first, quite similar to (3.9) but is in fact far deeper.

Lemma 3.4 (LeCam, 1985, Chapter 16, page 477). Let P and Q denote sets of probabilities and P(a),

Q(n) the sets of corresponding product measures. Then

p (conv P(a), conv Q(M)) < p (conv P, cony Q)M. (3.15)

We remark that this is not an obvious consequence of the identity p (P(,Q)) p (P , Q)". Combin-

ing (3.7), (3.15), and the definition of aA, we have
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Corollary.

aCA (n,A) s sup p(conv (F.S), cony (F.,t (3.16)

Thus the Hellinger Distance between the convex hulls of F,t and F., + A may be used to bound a,A.

The upper bound in (3.1) follows more or less directly from this. To see how, notice that

£ = inffH(Fts,Fzt+b(E))- (3.17)

Combining this with (3.8) we have

p(FS,, I+bc) . 1 - e2/2. (3.18)
Now, and this is the key observation, if T is a linear functional, and if F is convex, then F,t and

F,, +A are both convex, for all t and all A. Thus F,, = convyF,, and F?t+b(e)=convF.,+b(e);

combining (3.16) and (3.18),

aA (n,b (e)) s (1-e2/2)" (3.19)
and so

AA (n,za) s b (V2(1 -aT'^)). (3.20)

At this point we invoke again Lemma 3.3. Equation (3.13), combined with (3.20), gives the upper

bound in (3.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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4. Attainability and the Minimax Identity

In general, a relation such as (3.1) between b (n -'2) and AA (n, a) is not to be expected. It

requires essentially that the hardest two-point subproblem of testing Fv versus Ft+,A be roughly as hard

as the full problem. Let us see how.

4.1. The Minimax Identity

The 2-point testing bound and the attainable bound have an interesting connection. As (3.4)

shows, the 2-point bound is always smaller; as (3.1) and (3.5) make plain, when T is linear and F is

convex

AA (n,a) . C A2(n,a) (4.1)
for an appropriate constant C, for small a and large n.

It seems natural to ask if the 2-point and the attainable bounds can ever agree, i.e. if we can

have C=1 in (4.1). Chasing a few definitions, this leads in turn to the question of whether we can have

it (conv (F (t)), conv (F ( A)) = it (F (r), F (A)+ A); (4.2)

Indeed, the quantity on the left hand side is the main ingredient in the definition of AA, while that on

the left is the main ingredient in A2. Now if we return to the definition of i as a measure of the

difficulty of testing, we see that the quantity on the left is

inf sup RX (C,(Fo,F ))
tests FoE r5t
CFslFe I+

where R. (C,(F0,F1)) is the "risk"' EFh) (+EF(M) (I - C) representing the sum of errors of the test 4.

This is the minimax risk for the problem of testing the composite hypotheses F<t versus F2,+A. On the

other hand, the quantity on the right of (4.2) is

sup inf R. (Fo.F1)).
0o 5t tatF0EF>t,&

This is the risk of the hardest 2-point testing problem. Consequently, the identity (4.2) is equivalent to

the minimax identity
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inf suR, (,F(F0,F)) = su infR. (C, (F0,F 1)). (4.3)

This identity says, in words, that the minimax risk in testing between the infinite dimensional composite

hypotheses F5, and F.t + & is precisely the risk of the hardest 2-point testing problem.

We will see below two concrete examples where this minimax identity holds. For clarity, we summar-

ize some implications the identity would have

Lemma 4.1. If (4.2) holds for every t, and n, and all A<AO then AA = A2 for large n, and b (n1/2)

represents the optimal rate of convergence of an estimate T,, to T.

Indeed, the conclusion that AA = A2 foUows from the definition of these quantities, and the conclusion

that b (n-112) is the optimal rate follows from (3.5), and Theorem 3.1.

It does happen that (4.2) holds in interesting examples.

Theorem 4.2. Let T(F) = f(O) and let F be the Sacks-Ylvisaker (1981) class

SY = (f:f (x)=f (0)+xf'(0)+r(x),
f(0)sM, Jf =1, f 0

Ir(x)l s x2/2}.

(Here we must have 43 M 2< 1). Then for every t and n and every A small enough, the minimax

identity (4.2) holds, and so AA = A2for large n.

It is known that in general, one cannot expect (4.2) to hold. One case when (4.2) does hold is

when the sets F., and Fz,+Aj are generated by capacities -- see Huber and Strassen (1973), Bednarski

(1982). This is much stronger than simple convexity of the two sets. However, Le Cam's result, as

recorded in Lemma 3.4 above, says that convexity alone is enough to guarantee that a certain approxi-

mate minumax identity holds.

Lemma 4.3. If F,t and F2,+t., are both convex,

p(conv (F(,)), conv (F( .)) = p(F(t). F( 4 (4.4)

This says that, although (4.2) may not hold when just convexity is assumed, its analog, with X replaced

by p, does hold.
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Proof. We have

P(Fr. ,Fj,+AY' > p( conY (Fr)), conv (F`'t))
p( Fet), F,(#&)A

=p( Fst, F>t,+A`,
the first line following from Lemma 3.4, and the assumed convexity; the second from the obvious inclu-

sion relation; and the third from the formula (3.9) for affinity of product measures. As the first and last

quantities are the same, it follows that the middle inequality is actually an equality. Hence, (4.4). 0

Because of the inequalities

n < p, p2 < (2)

(4.4) places definite limits on how different the two sides of (4.2) can be, for large n. In fact, we get

for the ratio of logarithms that

1 log ( <) < 2(1+l1/logaA(n A)I). (4.5)
Ilog aLA (n A)

Thus, at every n and A for which aLA (n ,A) < co < 1, we can bound the discrepancy between a2 and aCA.

In this sense, Le Cam's Lemma 3.4, which underlies (4.4), is an approximate minimax theorem. And

one could say that Theorem 3.1 holds because (4.2) "almost" holds when T is linear and F is convex.

4.2. A near-equivalence

In the case where T is linear and F convex, we have seen that AA < CA2 and also that

Ilogoc2i < M ilogaA I+D. In generl, whatever be T and F, these two accompany each other, so that if

one holds, so does the other. This gives a clue to the general attainability issue; attainability of b (n 1/2)

really does imply that the two sides of (4.2) are close -- but only in the sense that an inequality on log-

arithms such as (4.5) holds. We state two formal results; they are proved in section 7.

Theorem 4.4. Suppose that b (e) is Holderian with exponent q E (0,1]. Then there are constants

ao E (0,1/2) and Eo E (0,1) with the following property. If there exists a finite positive M such that

log a2(n ,A) I A ( A) O (4.6)
tlogaA(n A)

then there exidsts a finite positive C such that
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AA (n,a) < C A2(n,a) a.ao, Ilogal/n<e0.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that b(e) is Holderian with exponent q e (0,1]. Then there are constants

eoE (0,1/2) and co G (0,1) with the following property. If there exists a finite positive C such that

AA(n ,a) . CA2(n ,a) a(<ao< 1, IlogaVn <e0.

then there exists a finite positive M such that

Ilog a2(n ,A) I
IlogA(nAi ~M aA(n,A).: ao. (4.7)llog aA (n A^) I a

In the sequel [GR Ml and in Donoho and Liu (1988c) we give examples where a minimax iden-

tity is key to attainability of the modulus at the level of constants. Compare also Ibragimov and

Hasminskii (1984); this paper, although it does not use the modulus of continuity, shows a connection,

between a minimax theorem and precise evaluation of constants in certain nonparametric estimation

problems.

5. Attainability in two nonlinear cases

In this section we study two nonlinear functionals in order to see how the ideas of the preceding sec-

tions carry over. In the first example, the minimax identity (4.2) holds, and everything flows automati-

cally. In the second example, (4.2) fails, and we must work hard with our bare hands.

5.1. Estimating Tail Rates

While it is most intuitive to consider estimating the rate at which the tail of a density approaches

0 as x -*00 (compare Du Mouchel (1983)), a transfonnation of the problem (to observations Yi= /X5)

leads one to consider estimating the rate at which a density, known to be zero at the origin, approaches

this limit as x -+0k (compare Hall and Welsh (1984)). We adopt this point of view here. Accordingly,

let F be the set of distributions supported on (0,00) with densities f satisfying

f (x) = Cx' (1 +r(x)) O<x <8(5.1)
with

0< to < t < tl <co (5.2a)
and
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O<C_.< C .C+<0 (5.2b)

and

Jr (x )i < c 2X'p (5.2c)

For such an F E F, let T(F) = t, where t is the exponent in (5.1). This functional is nonlinear.

Consider now the problem of testing F., against F2t+a. In [GR I] we have shown that the closest

pair in a Hellinger sense has the form

f (x) = C..tx'(1-c2xP) x<a (t,A) (5.3)

f"l(x) = C+x'+(1+c2xP) x <a1(t,A) (5.4)
and

fO*(X) f *(al
-u-- x > a, (5.5)

fi (x) fl (a,)
and

a,
*( ) 1- JfO (v)dv

o (a1) _0 ~~~~~~~~~~~(5.6)fl (al) a,
1 - fff (v)dv

0

As we will see, this closest Hellinger pair represents the hardest two-point testing problem. F'nm the

properties of this pair, we can show that the minimax identity (4.2) holds in this case.

Theorem 5.1. For the pair (Fo,F;) described above, we have

it (conv (F'), conv (F,,+,)) = it (F, F,,+,) = it((F* )(n),(Ft )(n))
and the minimax test between Fs, and F>,+A is the likelihood ratio test between F and F

Proof. The likelihood ratio Lt,A(x) = f 1 (x)/f (x) has, according to (5.3)-(5.5), the forrn

[C A(1+c2xP) O<x<a,
C_ (I1-C 2X'P)

Lt,A(x) = 1 C+ (1O+c2a) (5.7)
C_ 1-c2a¶)

This is a non-decreasing function of x.

Among all distributions in F<t, Fo is the stochastically largest. Similarly, among all distributions in

F>,+A, F1 is the stochasticaUy smallest. This implies that the distribution of L,tA(X), where X is
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distributed F, is stochastically largest under the null hypothesis at F =F*, and stochastically smallest

under the altemative hypothesis at F =Ft.

Now let X1, * X, be iid F. Consider the likelihood ratio statistic

A

Ln,,A= .rI LtA(X,. (5.8)

Under HO:F_, this statistic is then stochastically largest at F =Fo, etc. Therefore, if we consider

accepting Ho when L.,t,A5 1 and rejecting when L,,,,a > 1, we have

SUp PF (Reject Ho0 = PF * (Reject Ho)FeF_ 0

SpUPF (Ac(p ) PF (Accept Ho)

F 6 _.t^

It follows that the worst sum of Type I and Type II errors of our test occurs at (Fo ,F ). But the

Likelihood Ratio test is optimal for that pair, and hence it is minimax. 5

As we show in [GR I], the modulus is in this case not Holderian, so that Lemma 4.1 in this case does

not apply. However, we can use the minimax identity to show attainability in a different way. An

extra level of structure in the minimax tests of section 2 may exist which we have not previously con-

sidered: monotonicity in t. We can state this in terms of acceptance regions as

A (t,n,A) ' A (t + h, n,A) Vh >O. (5.9)

The following result is proved in section 7.

Theorem 5.2. For all sufficiently small A, the likelihood ratio Lt,,A(x) is monotone decreasing in t for

each fixed x.

It follows from this theorem that the minimax test for our problem has acceptance region

A (t,n,A) = ((Xi)&,^: 17 L,A,(Xi) s 1)
i=1

with the monotonicity property (5.9).

Consider what we call the likelihood ratio estimator

*AA
T,, =-2 + sup (t : TL,,A(Xi) . 1, t t[t0,t1-A]). (5.10)

By the monotonicity established in Theorem 5.3, T.,, is always uniquely defined.
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose that Li,A(x) is monotone decreasing in t for each fied x. Then

s pPF(IT.e - T(F)II > 2}s 2ac (n,A) (5.11)

This is to be compared with the lower bound (2.3); it is parallel in form; but in the lower bound the 2 a

is replaced by cc/ 2.

Proof. By the monotonicity in t of LtA,

TnA - T(F) > A/2

happens if and only if the minimax test between HO: FST(F) and H1: FzT(F>+s would reject Ho. The

probability of this event is smaller than aA (n, A) by definition. Similarly, the probability of the event

T,lA- T (F) < -A/ 2

is also less than aA (n,A). As I T^,
,
- T (F) I > - is the union of these two events, (5.11) follows. 1

2

Thus, in this case, the lower bound AA (=A2) is achievable ithin a factor 4. We consider it likely that

the factor 2 on the right hand side of (5.11) can be dropped (asymptotically).

5.2. Estimating the Mode

Now let F be the class of distributions with unimodal densities f, that are uniformly bounded:

f(x) < M (5.12)
and have quadratic maxima:

f (mode )-c_x2 <f (x) <f (mode)c+x2 Ix -mode I <8. (5.13)

Let T(F) = mode (F).

In [GR I] the modulus was computed for this problem, and so the closest pair in Hellinger distance was

derived; it has the form (for A small enough)

fo (x) = M -c+(x-t)2 x E (t-a2(A),t+a3(A)) (5.14a)
f O (x) = M -c +a 3(A)2 x E (t+a3(A),t+A-a3(A)) (5.14b)

f
*
(x) = M -cC _(x _t)2 x E (t+A-a3(A),t+A+a2(A)). (5.14c)

fA (x) = fo(2(t+
A

)-x) (5.15)
f 0(x) = f (x) x d (t-a2(A),t+A+a2(A)) (5.16)
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This closest Hellinger pair probably represents the hardest 2-point testing problem. A proof based on

stochastic minorization, as in Theorems 4.2 and 5.1, will not quite work here, however. On the other

hand, one can show, using the convergence of experiments approach of [GR M], section 7, that this

pair is asymptotically hardest That is, if we set A = cn"5, then for large n, we will have

n((Fo )(
*

,(F1 )( )) = F7) F2 (1 +o(1)).

However, the minimax identity (4.2) definitely does not hold in this case. Consider using the likelihood

ratio of this pair to test Fo against F1, where Fo has its mode at t-28 and F1 has its mode at t+28,

and both fo and fI are equal on the interval (t -- tt+A). Then F0e Fr, and F1 E F2,+,, but the likeli-2'

hood ratio statistic based on f l (x )/f o (x) has the same distribution under F0 as under F 1. Conse-

quently, the worst sum of type I and type II errors of this test is 1.

Although the likelihood ratio between Fo and F1 cannot furnish us with a useful test, it does suggest

a useful estimator. Roughly speaking, for small A, the likelihood ratio test decides in favor of Fo if

Z K4(X, -t ) 2 1Kx(Xi -(t +A))
and in favor of F if

Y.Kn (Xi -t ) < 1:Ka (Xi -(t +A)),
where

K (u) = log [M-C+U] uI<a3(KX() =logM - c+a 3(A)2 |U|<a3^

= 0 else.

This suggests the estimator

TM+., = arg max- IEKm(Xi -t).
n

(Note that the maximum need not be unique). This estimator is closely related to estimating a density

using Epanechnikov's Kernel with bandwidth a3(A) and setting T,,, to be (any) maximizer of the

estimated density. Let us analyze the behavior of any such Kernel estimate of the mode. Our rate result

applies to any kernel satisfying
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Assumption (K). K is a positive, even function of compact support, bounded, square integrable, and

absolutely continuous, with

IIKI12<oo. IIKII<.*
and

IIK 112<00, I1K'II.<oo,
where the norms of K' are defined distributionally, and so represent the smallest constants C2 and Coo

for which

IIK()-K(-8)112 < C28

IIK(i)-K( -S)II. C..8
are valid.

Theorem 5.4. Let T be the mode, and F be as in (5.12)-(5.13). Then b(e) is Holderian with exponent

2/5, and so no estimator can achieve faster than an n-115 rate of convergence uniformly over F:

lir inf inf sup PF ( IT. -TI > b (n 1/2) > e -12/2
A --" T,

Let K satisfy the assumption (K) above and let h,, = cn-115. Let T,("k) be any maximizer of

f(Pt =t I K( h )1h,
n i=1 hm

Then T,(k) attains the n115 rate uniformly over F:

lim lim sup stFp PF ( I T,(k)- TI > Cb(n"-12)) 0
C PI-40

This is proved in section 7.

It follows from this theorem that the estimator T,A, properly tuned, achieves the optimal rate of

convergence, although its actual performance is not measured by ( This may be understood

as follows. Roughly speaking, ,(F(7)F27+A) is comparable to

sup sup PF{n- Km (Xi - T (F )) < - K (Xi - (T(F )+u))) (5.17)
rM>A n i=1 n i=i

whereas ir(conv (F(t)),conv (F is comparable to

SUFP PF(-Y-Kn(Xi-T(F)) < sup-I K,,(Xi-(T(F)+u))} (5.18)Underlyin the prof o n i=i

Underlying the proof of Theorem 5.4 is the idea that although (5.18) is much larger than (5.17), they
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are still comparable.

Hasminsidi (1979) established a lower bound for estimation of the mode also of the order n1/5,

although his results do not quite cover our class. Hasminskii claims in this article that the n-115 rate is

attainable, and that the results of Venter (1967) show this. However, Venter's work only establishes

individual -- rather than uniforn -- rates, and only almost sure -- rather than in-probability -- rates.

Using the Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 proved below, and some facts about Itf, - Ef, II.. due to Silverman

(1978), it is possible to show that the almost sure rate suggested by Venter's result -- log n /ni/s-n does

indeed hold uniformly over F. However, to show that n-115 is the optimal rate in probability seems

genuinely harder; here we do this by using Bemstein's inequality and a chaining argument. Thus,

Theorem 5.4 verifies Hasminskii's claim and shows that n115 is the optimal rate for estimation of the

mode over the class F.

6. An interesting example

Consider now the nonlinear functional T(F)= ff2. Let F be the family of distributions supported

in [0,1] with densities bounded by M. Then, it follows from section 5 of [GR I] that b(e) .4Me. This

suggests that the rate n-1/2 might be attinable in estimating this functional.

In a very penetrating analysis, Ritov and Bickel (1987) have shown this guess to be very far from

true. Translating their results into the language of this paper, we have

Theorem (Ritov-Bickel). With T and F as above,

aA (n,A) = 1 for all n and AE (0,(M-1)/2). (6.1)

AA(n,a) > (M-1)/2 >0 for all n.

In short, no rate of any kind is available under these conditions. As b (e) = 0 (e) we thus have an exam-

ple where

A2(n ,a) = 0 (n"2)
but
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AA (n,a) -4 0;

the two lower bounds behave as differently as it is reasonable to expect. In view of this result, there

may be a large and interesting class of cases where the 2-point and composite bounds are not compar-

able.
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7. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 2.3

Before proving (2.10a-b), we first establish some exponential bounds on a,A (n ,dk). We consider two

cases, depending on k. For k small,

(3 ),,CA (Ilga)q/2 S AOej/2 (Casel1)2 n

In this case, there exists an integer m satisfying

n A0 1 21q

&L)kCLAl1( 2 )cJ
and I log a I/m < e0. Then a calculation reveals that

AO og I)q12 > (3 CA loga)q/2
rn 2 n

and, as I log a I/m . eo, (2.9) implies

AA(m,a) > dk
and thus aCA (mrdk) Ca. Le Cam (1973) gives the formula

1tjm :5 (41##. (~2-7m
where nj.m = i(conv (PU""),conv (Q(jm))) and 7cm = it(conv (P(m),conv (Q(m))) We conclude

aA(ynm,dk) < (4ac(2-a)Y.
Putting] = Lnlmj and using monotonicity of aA in n we get

aA4.(n ,dkr) <- (4Ja(2=-a~))Iw-

= exp(--Ilog(a(2-aI))(n_-1))2 m

S exp{ 2 I log(C (2Ca)) [ILL Ao ] ii

= exp[-2pC2/q (3)2kbq + 2 log(a (2- a))I]

The hypothesis CA > 2q/2 impliesAO
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2P32/q (3)2k)q _ jilog(a(2-a))I > pC2/q(3)2k/q2 2 ~~~~~~~2
for k =0,1,2, *-* * and so we have, in Case 1

aA(n,dk) < exp(-PC2'q( 3)/q) (7.1)

In Case 2, k is so large that condition (Case 1) does not hold. It follows that

dk >A-e1/2 (Case 2)
A1

using the definition of no and arguing as above,

- -1

aA(nf,dk) < (qcao(2-a-o)) o

= exp(-2^yn + 21log(ao (2- ao))1)

Now as 2(-- 1) >- for n > 2no, we get 2yn - 2 log(aO (2 -cto))I > yn, and so
no no

aA (n,dk)d exp(-n y), n > 2n0. (7.2)

Consider now (2. lOa). Let K be the number of dk satisfying (Case 2). Formally,

K =#(k:.AoeJ2<(-) A Al1 I )'2S(_)NA . As (2) AN 3M, K S log(3M)/1og(A oeg2); thus K is2 n 2 2

bounded independently of n and N. Now by (7.1) and (7.2), if n > 2n0

N-i N-K-1 N-1
caA (nf,d,) = + N
k=1 ~~k=1 N-K

N-K-1 3
< Z exp(-3C2Jq 2_)2kIq) + K exp(-n y)

k=1 2

S £ + r (7.3)
k=I 2

If l= 0, then since (2 )2l'q > 2k for k = 1,2,***,2

E exp(-fCt(3)2) . exp(-fC') + : exp(-PC 2k) = 0 + 1o2k=O 2 k=1

Combining this with (7.3) gives (2.10a). If 1 >0, we have

7- exp(-C 'q(2)2*'q) exp(-3C 2k) = 2'

which, with (7.3) gives (2.10b) . 0
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Proof of Theorem 2.4

N-i
Ep l(T -T) 7£ P (llk+i > ITm -TI > Tk)(ll(k+1)k=O

N-I
S £ P(ITx-TI>T1k)1((k+1)

20 N-i o2 N-i
:5I(iOI_02 + t>1Z(IO+J i -

2 + 1;(Itl r..l(¶)~~ +k=1 0(l+)10

Now as 1 is well-behaved, I (k) = (( ) A)aakl (A), so

[ 20 okak+1 aN ii
EF1(Tx -T) . I(A)L 02 a +k i 1 F0 a-lJ

(A) 2a + 1 a202 aN ]

Ll_021_02 1-aG02 a I

= l(A)(A2+A3,x),

say. Now as N . log (3M)/log (A) . log (3M)( 2( log(n )- log I log acI) - log(A o)),2

aNr,, = exp(-ny+1og(a)N) . exp(-ny+A410g(n)+A5) 00 ,n -.

Therefore, A3,,, -0. For large enough n, A3,,, < A2, and so l(A)(A2+A3)3 < 2A21(A). Then, as

I (A) =- I (C AA (n ,a)) < a 9"S'ISU1 (AA (n ,a)), we have (2.11) -with A = 2A 2 a [l0gClogl51 Q

Proof of Lemma 3.3

First, we prove (3.13). As (1 - a"") = 1 - exp - -log(a)I], (3.13) is equivalent to 1 - e- < e

As ex is a strictly convex function it lies above its tangent line at x = 0, so

eE1e -£

which is precisely what we need.

Now, we prove (3.14). Note first that if we put

g(e) = (1 - e ) / e

then for all £ < co < 1.5 we have

(1-et > g (co) c . (7.4)

Indeed, g(£) is a monotone decreasing function at least on [0,1.5) as may easily be seen from its power
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Indeed, g (e) is a monotone decreasing function at least on [0,1.5) as may easily be seen from its power

series

2 3 4~

g(e) = 1- -+ 3 4!_ 5 ..

2! 3 4! 5

absolutely convergent for all e > 0. So g (e) > g (e0) if 0 < e < e0 < 1.5; but this is just (7.4).

Now by monotonicity of a (2 - a) on 0 < a < 1,

inf log(a (2 - a)) _ log(ao (2 - ao))
O < a < aO log(a) log(ao)

Consider now (3.14).

I - (a (2 - a))1/2A] = 1- exp[ llog(a (2 - a))J]]

g (co) Ilog(a (2 - a))J
n

2 g(co) log(ao (2 -ao)) Ilog(a)
log(a0o)n

. c2/2 jlog(a)l
n

if we put

c 2/2 = g (e0) log(a (2 - ao))
1og(ao)

as claimed.

Proof of Theorem 4.2

[GR III gives the pair (F* ,F*) with F E Fs and F;
E Fat+A

H(F;, F)= min H(F1, FO)
F1 F

Foe F,

This closest pair in Hellinger distance has the form

fj(x)=t +A -x2 /2 Ix I.<sS(A)
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f7o=t+x2/2 IxIsl(A)

where sI(A) = 4'1 (1 + o(1)) as A-+0, and

f l (x) ff (sI) Ix 1> SI(A)

Define the likelihood ratio

-f1(x)

This is a monotone decreasing function of Ix 1. Consider the random variable L,,a(X) where X has dis-

tribution F. By definition of the Sacks Ylvisaker class, under the null hypotliesis Ho: F5t,

min (IX I, s1(A)) is stochastically largest at F = F*. Similarly, under the alternative, min (IX 1, sA(A))

is stochastically smallest at F = FI. Hence LI,A(X) is stochastically largest under the null at F = FO

and stochastically smallest under the alternative at F = F; . From this point on the proof is the same as

the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.4

As b is Holderian, if we pick co small enough, then by (3.5) there exist constants C_, C+ so that

C-( I lga 1)ql2 :5 A2(n,a) :9 C,(IlgaI)q2 75
n n

for a< ao and I log aVn <co. Let m be an integer so that m/2 + 1 2 M. Now we claim that

jlog(aA (m n,A))I > m/2 + 1I (7.6)
Ilog(aA (n, A))I (

Let us see why. Let PA (n A) denote a quantity similar to aA (n A), only defined using Hellinger affinity

rather than testing affinity. Then

aA (m n .A) . PA(m n ,A) < PA (n A)m. (2 aA (n )112)

where the second inequality follows from (3.15) and the third from (3.7). Thus

Ilog aA (m n,/) I > m [.S I log aA(nA) I + log 2].
Now, for a(A < 1/2, log 21Ilog aA J>1, and so the last display proves (7.6).

Combining (7.6) with hypothesis (4.6) gives
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I log aA (m n,A)lo> g1Ba2(n,A)1
It then follows that, with a= a2(n, A)

AA(m n, a) . A2(n,a)
Now by (7.5)

aA2(n, a) 5 C+ [1log ]]

and

[1 logal ]q/2C.. mlog al A2(m n 'a).m n

Combining these,

A2(n,a) . [C+M/2] A2(m n,a) . (7.7)

Hence, for every k =m n,

AA(k, a) < CO A2(k, a) (7.8)

C+ Mq2'2
where CO= C_ .

We now consider I which is not divisible by m: I = n m + r for r < m. As AA(n, a) is

monotone in n for fixed a

AA(1, a) SAA(m n,a)

and

A2((n + 1) m, a) < A2(1, a)

Now by a repeat of the reasoning behind (7.7),

A2(nim,a) [ C. ((n+1)/n)qC 2 A2((n + 1) m, a) (7.9)
Combining these relations, and noting that (n +1)/n .2,

AA(1, a) s AA(m n, a)

< [ _ A2(m n, a) (by (7.8))
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< [C-] nq'2 2q12 A2((n+1)m, a) (by (7.9))

. C A2(I, a)

where C = L-C+j] m422'2.

Proof of Theorem 4.5

As in the last proof, (7.4) holds by hypothesis. Pick an integer m so thsa

C+
Then

AA(m n, a) . C A2(m n ,a)

CC+( )q/2 < C 'C+ C _( )q2
m n M2C_ n

. C g )qI2 <A/2(n, a)
-n

Hence, with A = AA (m n, a)

a2(n, A) 2 a

Defining p2(n,A) in a fashion analogous to A2(n A), only using p in place of testing affinity, we have

that

p2(n A) 2 a

and also

p2(m n, A) 2am

Then from X - p2
2

a2(m n, a)> ! a2'

And so, if a < 1/2,

tloga2(m n, A)I 2m +1 (7.10)
IlogaA (m n, A)I
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It follows that, for aA4 < 1/2, and k of the form m*n, we have (4.7) with M =2m+1. Consider now

=m n + r, O< r S m. By monotonicity of a2and a,A in n,

Ilog(a2 (1, A) < 1log a2 (m (n + 1), A)I
IlogczA(a,A)I - Ilog aA (m n,A)I

and

log9a2 (m (n + 1), A)I Ilogca2 (2 m n, A)j
I log a2 (m n, ) ilog a2 (m n,A)

Then, from (3.7) again,

a2(2m n A) > .5 p2(2m nA,)2 = .5 p2(m n,A)4 > .5 a2(m nA)4
and so, combining the last three displays,

10Clog2 (1 8 < 10 m + 5Ilog aA~ (I, A)

which gives (4.7) in the general case with M = lOm + 5.

Proof of Theorem 5.3

(5.7) shows that Lt,.(x) is constant in t for x < a l(t A), and is a monotone increasing function of

a 1(t,A) for x > a Q(tA). Thus the proof requires showing that a 1(t,A) is monotone decreasing in t.

Now a I(t,A) is the value of x solving

X(x) = r(x,t) (7.11)

where

X(x) = C+ x (1 + C2X )
C_ (I1-C2 XP )

and

1 - ff(v)dv
r (x,t) =

1 - fo(v)dv

Now X is monotone increasing in x. We claim that for sufficiently small xo, x E (O,xo), 0 < Xo < 1,

r(x,t) is monotone decreasing in t. Then, at any (t4) pair at which the solution a 1(tA) of (7.11) falls

in the interval (O,xo), the solution must be monotone decreasing in t. Finally, a little calculus will show
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that for a given xo, there is a A0>O so that al(toA)<xo for A<A0, where to is the constant used in

(5.2a) defining the class F. Combining the last two sentences completes the proof.

It remains only to establish the claim, i.e. to show that r (x,t) is monotone decreasing in t. Put

r(x,t)= 1 (t)

where

a(t)=C+ 1+C2xP t+A+1

t) C_
t + I

I - C2X'V
t
1

Now one can easily verify that

az(t), [(t) are decreasing in t . (7.12)

Then monotonicity of r(x,t) follows from

1 - a(t) a'(t)

In fact, we can show that for xo small enough

-3(t < 2 < (7.13)
1a-ct) a'(t)

for all t > O and all x E (O,xo).

Let us first establish the left hand inequality. This can be rewritten as

1 > 2 5(t) - a(t)

and as 2 ,3(t) + a(t) > 2 [(t) - a(t) it is implied by

1 > max 2[(t) + (t()

By (7.12), this reduces to

1 > 2 [(O) + a(O). (7.14)

Now pick xl so that

X ) x4+1 A+
p +1 A+ 1 A+p+lI
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Then forx e (Ox 1)

2 f(O) + a(O)

= 2 C_x U( - CZ X + - O1+ C2 XP ++
<=2C_X,(1-+C2 + )+C+ 1 (1 +C2x + )

p + A+1I A+p +1
A+1

.2 C.x1(1+CZ )+C. (1 +C2 X'p
p + A+IAp

<1

and so (7.14) follows. Thus the left hand side of (7.13) is established for x0 < x1.

We now consider the right hand inequality of (7.13). Now

5'(t) = P(x,t) [B - B2 + B3]
a'(t) = '(x,t) [A1 - A2 + A3]

where

*+ 1

a(x,t) = X+1 Ilog(x)I

and

B1=-C... [c2 ( + 1) Xp
1 - C ~t + p +1]

C2 (t + 1)xP1
B2=C [1- (+) . 1BC. t +p + J (t + 1) jlog(x)I

C2 (t+1 ) C_ 2 x1

AB=C+1+-]x

Lt +p + 1)2 t +p +lJ Ilog(x)l

FlC2 _+C2A(t +A+1)x xA t +1_ 1
L t+~~p +A+A+1Ij ( +1) Alog(x)

2=C+F2AL- 21X +

Lt +p (t+p +A+ 1)2 (t +A+ 1)2 110g(x)l
The desired inequality is then equivalent to

B1-B2+B3 < 2 (A1 -A2-A3) (7.15)

for all t and all x < xO.

Note that for x e (0,1), B 1 is increasing in t. Thus
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Bi< 1im Bi=-C_(1-C2xP)=B4(x);
-. m

similarly A1 is decreasing in t and

Aj. lim Ai=-C+x' (1+C2xP)=A4(x).

Pick e > 0. For x2 small enough

B4(x) <2A4(x)-e

arid so by the obvious monotonicities in x,

B4(x) < 2 A4(x) - e

for all x e (O,x2). We will show below that B2, B3, A2, and A3 are negligible, in the sense that

21 + B31 + 2 21 + 2 31 < E

for x < X3. Then we have

B1 -B2+B3<B4+B2-B3
< 2A4+B2-B3 -e [by (7.16) ]

= 2 A4 - 2 A2 + 2 A3 + B2 - B3 + 2 A2 - 2 A3 - E

< 2 (Al - A2 + A3) + (B21 + IB31 + 2 2j + 2 31) - E
.2 (A1 -A2 +A3)

and so (7.15) follows, for x0 . min ( x2, X3).

Note the inequalities

(7.16)

(7.17)

[ by (7.17) ]

B2 . C. (1 + C2 XP) / 11og(X)l (7.18)
1B31 . C. (2 C2 xP) / log(x)I

K12 . C+xA (1 + C2 xP) / log(x)I
K31 < C+xA (2 C2 xP) / 1log(x)I

valid for t 2 0, 0 < x < 1. Pick X3 so small that the sum of the upper bounds in (7.18) is less than 2

Then we have

B21 + B31 + 2 21 + 2 31 < e

and this holds for all x < X3 by the monotonicity in x of the upper bounds in (7.18). Hence, (7.17).

Putung xo = min (xI, x2, x3) we see that both sides of (7.13) hold for all t 2 0 and all

X E (O0X0).
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Proof of Theorem 5.4

The claim about the modulus follows from Theorem 4.2 of [GR I]. The claim about the lower

bound follows from Theorem 2.1 of lGR I]. As b(n-1"2) is asymptotic to A n-115 for an appropriate

constant A, it turns out that to establish the final claim, it is sufficient to show that

T(k) T(F) = Op(n-115) uniformly in F.

Suppose without loss of generality that K is a probability density: f K = 1. Then fx is an

estimated density, and f, (t) = E f ,,(t) is a density.

Let t,, be any maximizer of f^(t). Let te be any maximizer of f^(t). By Lemma 7.1, the

assumption h. = c n-1/5 guarantees that t,, - T(F) = 0 (n115) uniformly in F. Thus the theorem is

proved, if we can show that t:, - t,, = Op(n l"5) also uniformly in F.

Now we have

f n(tn) 2 fM(t M) (7.19)
and so

(f (tn) -fnQ(t)) - (f.tr) - fi(tO)) .!fft(tr) -fn(tn)
Now by Lemma 7.2, there is a constant y > 0 so that

f (t) _f(t)>y(t _t)2 (7.20)

uniformly in F, if t e (T(F)+r * h. s,T(F)+c), for some r >0 and any c smaller than the constant 8

used in defining the class F.

It follows that if te -T(F) > r h,, s it must satisfy

zn (tn) Za (te) > 7 n21S (tn - t)2 (7.21)

where Z,, is the stochastic process

Zn(t) = n (fA(t) - f (0)
Therefore, if A is so large that n-115A > (r+l)h,,s, we must have

PF (tf - tA > n11 AI 5 PF (ZM(t)-ZM(tn) > y n22'5 (t - £M)2 for some t e (t +n-1/5 A,t+c))
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+ PF( sup f(t) >
t > t's+

By unimodality of F and (7.21), we have that

PF( sup f,,(t) > f,(t,)) 5 2PF(SUP If^Q)fA(t)I>-yc2t > *,,+C t 2

Using results of Silvennan (1978) and the fact that f(t) . M for every t and every F e F, we can

show that the last expression tends to zero uniformly in F. Thus,

PF (te- e, > n-115 A). PF (Z'(t) >- n(2 - e,)2 for some t > t )+n-"' A) + o(1).

By Lemma 7.3,

PF(IZM(tA)-YA2) :5 exp(- nll5h. A48
P( (t C2 7 c exp(- M IKl2+max(M h,dK1.)n'5n 2

for every F e F. Hence, if n115 h. = constant,

lim lim sup sup PFM (t') - 2 2) = °

It follows that if we can also show that

lim lim sup sup PF (Z (t) > y (t- t)2 for some t > t,, + n 115 A) (7.22)
then

lim lim sup supnPF(e, -t,. >n5 A) =0.

By the obvious symmetry in the problem, a similar relation would hold for tA. - t, < -n 1/5A, and so we

would have (t: - e,) = O(n-5) uniformly in F and the proof would be done. Consider then

PF (Za (t) > 2 Y (t _ t,)2 for some t > t, + n-115 A)

Note, as the class F is closed under translation, we can always assume F is such that t, = 0.

Now, for8>0,andfori =0,1.,put=ti n-115 (A+8i)wewillalsorefertoAi =(A+Si)so
that t, = n-115 Ai (and A0 = A).

PFIZ,(t) > n215 - y t2 for some t > n1S5A) (7.23)2

.PF(Zf l(ti)> Aj2 forsome i.>0) +PF( sup Z,Q)>-yt forsome i.>0)4 t i14
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By Lemma 7.4, with a=-

4

m lim sup supPF (Z. (ti) for some i 2 0) =O (7.24)

By Lemma 7.6, with a = 1

4

lim
lim supsp PF( sup Z,(t) > 2yA for some i

2
=O. (7.25)

- a F t,^t;t4 +1 4

So (7.22) is established and the proof is completed.

Lemma 7.1. Let K be positive and of support [-s,s]. Then for every F in F

Itn-T(F)I < h,,s
where t,, denotes the maximizer of f,, (t).

Proof. We have

h,,

fn(t)-fn(t+v) = f_Kn(u)(f (t+u)-f (t+u+v))du

If t >T(F) + h,,s then, t+u and t+u+v are on the same side of T(F), for every value u in the range

of integration. By the unimodality of F, it follows that f (t+u) >f (t+u+v). Therefore,

f,n(t) -f, (t+v) is an integra. if nonnegative quantities, and so is nonnegative. Thus fM (t) is monotone

decreasing on t > T(F) + his. Similarly, f,, (t) is monotone increasing on (-oo,T(F )-hn s). Thus a max-

imum of fA (t) occurs in [T(F )-h, s ,T(F )+h,, s]. We now argue that no maximum of fn occurs outside

this interval. This is equivalent to saying that t0=T(F)+h,s is a point of strict decrease of f,. Consider

then f (to+u)-f (to+u+v), viewed as a function of u. Unless this is zero a.e., the above display shows

that fn (t) is strictly bigger than f,,(t+v). Now by definition of F, f (to+u) . f (T(F))-c+(h s+u)2

while f (to+u+v) . f (T(F))-c-(h,,s+u+v)2. It follows that the difference of these two quanitities is

bounded below by a quadratic function which is strictly positive at u=-h,,s. Therefore the difference is

not 0 a.e. in the range of the integrand, and t0 is a point of strict decrease of f,.

Lemma 7.2. Let K be positive and of support [-s,s]. Let r be so large that
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- < (2- (r+1)2 )4C.. 1
2 (r-l)2 4C_ (r-l)2

C-
Puty= -. Then for every F e F,

2x(t)-fx(t) > y(t-t )2 t_tx r (rh,s,c-t.)
for c <8.

Proof. Without loss of generality, put T(F)=O. Now, by definition of the class F, and using the previ-

ous lemma,

f,,(t,) 2 f(0)-c+(2h,,s)2
fn (t) < f (0)- c -(t-h, S )2

so that

fx (tx )-f,(t) > C_ (t_t- )2 + C_((t-hms)2_(t-_t )2)_C+(2h s)

If t > r h. s then, by the previous lemma

(t-h,,s) > (r-I)h,,s

(t -t,) > (r-l) h,s
(t- tx) :5 (r+l) h,s

and so

fn(tn)-fn(t) 2 c_(.-t_,)2(1- (r-1)2-(r+1)2 4C+

C-
2 2 (tt)2.

where the inequality defining r has been used. The lemma follows.

Lemma 7.3

F -n115hl/5 /2 1
sUp PF(Z(t) > A) 5 exp 112 + MaX(M h, (7.26)V pL~~~~MI 1K12 + a(Mh,11KII..) n2AJ

Proof. This is an application of Bernstein's inequality, as follows.

Z. (t) nn (fM(t) - E fn(t))

= Z0,[; K xh ] I hm] -f (t)]
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defining Wi =K[ j / hR -fM (t) we have

Z,,(t) = n- 3/5 E Wj
E W, =0

Var Wi f K2xh j / h,2 f (x) dx _(f-(t))2

S f K2(U) du - f(t)
h,,

IlW, II. = max(M,IIKII. / h,).
Bernstein's inequality -- Shorack and Weilner (1986, page 855) or Pollard (1984, Appendix B) -- says

p4[n Wi2T1. 5 exPL Var Wi + IlW,II.* T1 / (3 n1/2)
and so, putting A= n- 1/10

PnY ;W, 2 :)<exp M II 12 / h ,+ max(M,.l K1. / hn) n - \4]

which, since nothing here depends on F, except for supf (t) . M, a condition which is true of all

F e F, we have (7.26).

Lemma 7.4 Let ti = n - /5 (A0 + i 8). Let M *h, < IK II... Then for a e (0,1),

oe ~~~~~~exp(- Po AO) exp(- P2 nl h,,)
SP iYE P (t)>=a O4) < 1 - exp(- AO 8 - 8 n25) (7.27)

where

n15 ha2n92
= 22 IIK12 M

n115 h, a2"?
2.2 IKI.

a2 y2 IIKII2
P2= 1.22 IIK1le

Proof. Fix N = 10. Let m be the smallest integer such that
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(Ao+m S)>NM IIK .2n5 (7.28)

Then for i 2 m, as M * h. < IlK Ii. by assumption, the denominator in the exponential bound of the last

lemma is bounded by

M IlKI2 + max(M h.,,IKIIL.) (AO + i 8) n -2

:5 (I + N)IIK II (AO + i 8) n 215,
N

while for i < m

M IK112 + max(M h,,IIKL1.) (AO + i 8) n-25
< (N +1)IKI12M.

Applying now the exponential bound from that lemma, we have

PF(Z~() >ay215 t?)
e1e(i) i.<MPF MOOti > a y n25t2 e{2(0 i >< m

where

e I(i) = exp(-fo (AO + i))
and

e2(i) = exp(-fl (AO + 8 i) n2/5).

Thus

ae m-i
£, PF (Z,,(ti) > a yn25 ti2) < 1£ el(i) +.I: e2(i). (7.29)

Now

ee1(i) < Eeel(i) = i exp(- o0 (Ai2 + 2 AO 8 i + 82 i2))

< exp(-f0 AO) i exp(- 2 oAo8 i)

exp(- fo A (7.30)
1 - exp(- 23o o 8)

and

.Z e2(i) = exp(- f1 n2'5 (Ao + S m)) Y exp(- f31 f2'5 S i).
&=ui I w0

Now, using (7.28) we see that
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P1n2'5(Ao+m8)>f3> n4'5NM IK2
-~~~3~~~nhK11
= 2n h^,

Thus

exp(- f32 n ht

*Z e2(i) 1
- ep-3n215 8)(7.31)I=M I - exp(-01 n 6

Note that all results depend on F only through the inequality sup f (t) < M, which is valid for all

F e F. Therefore comparing (7.29) - (7.31) we have (7.27) and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 7.5 Suppose that the kernel K has

IKV() - K( + 8)112 < 82 IIK'II2
IIK( ) - K( + 8)1.. < 8 IIKII.

for some constants lK ,'112, ILK'I!... Let 8 > 0, 1 > 0. Suppose that the kernel K is positive, supported in

[- s,s], and that h,,s < t. Then

sup PF (n25 (fn (t + 8 hs) - f 4 (t)) >1 8) S exp [I,K112 M + IIK'1. n- 25 / 3 (3

Proof. Put

Then, as fMn is monotone decreasing on [h,,s, ol] for any F E Fs5 we have

E Wi = ffM(t+8)-fn(t) < 0

and as f (x) < M forall x, forevery F E F,

Var W, < j Jf(K(x +8)-K(x))2dX

<-,K1122 62M IIK'I 2

Also

lW IL. < IIK( + 8) - K()ILI*
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< IIK'I1. . 1
hN

Now we apply Bemlstein's inequality.

P [£-s (Wi- E Wi) > ) exp-
- X2/ 2 _1

Var Wi + IlWiL.y-3 4

As E Wi .0

P(-IWi . M.P(9=(Wi -E Wi)}X)

so putting i-8 = n 1/10 X,

P (n3'5 1 Wi > Tl 8)

< e-xn:- -.rI

82 11K112IM + IIKP1..S.. I 8 1l nl/10

1-/l'5 ht r12-~~~~~~~~n

2lK'lI2 M + IIK'IL n-vs.215-
3

which establishes the result.

Lemma 7.6 Suppose that K satisfies assumption (K), with support [-s,s]. Suppose that h,.s < n-1/5 o.

Put tj = n 1/5 (Ao + 5 i), A4 = AO + 8 i. Then for Ao large enough (K, Sfixed).

sup £ PF SUP n25f(t) -f (ti))> ay>Aa ) (7.33)
F5 0 i=0 ti !5t !~ti+1

<
s(Ao) exp(- 37(0)) + 3s(A0) exp(- P1o(Q)
1 - exp(- f7(A) 1 - exp(- Plo(A)

where

OS = 1- exp[- 33 (a y)4 y 16 ]

07 = 03 (a Y)2YA 06 - log(2)

Ps = I - exp[- 4 a y hO 8 32n2AS

Pio = 04 a y 9 n2'5 - log(2)

ni15 712 52 1
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and 3,4346, and 39 are defined below, and do not depend on 8, AO, or on n, provided n "5 h. is con-

stant independent of n. The inequality is valid as soon as I17 > 0 and J10 > 0.

Proof. We use a chaining argument Let t = ti + p 8, p E [0,1]. Now p has a binary expansion

s Itk
p Z bi 2-i where each bj = 0 or 1. Letting pk = £ bj 2- we have the telescoping sum

j=1 Jj=1

f^ (t)-f^ (ti ) E(^(ti + Pkc6 -8 (ti + P't 1 )
k=1

Note that Pk - Pk-1 = bk 2 k = 0 or 2-k. This formula is certainly rigorously valid if p is a binary

rational, in which case only a finite number of terms are not zero.

For k = 1,2......let Yk,l,j I = 1,....,2k denote the random variable

Yj =n25 (f,(ti + 1 2k)-f,,(ti + (1 - 1) 2k))

Now note that, because the kemel is continuous, f,, is a continuous function of t. Therefore, the

supremum of fA(t)-f,, (ti) on the interval (t, ,ti+1) is the same as the supremum at values of t with p a

binary rational. Hence

PF( SUP n215(f^(t)-Atj))>ayAj) = PF( SUP kbkYk,2#Pk > ay )
ti' .ti+

p rati'o,,al P

Now let ek = k 2 6 Thus : ek = 1. Now suppose that, for each k, it were true that

SUp Yk,j <Ek a A2

This would imply that for every binary rational p

£ bk Yk Pk,'
<k. SUp Ykl,li

< 1 ek a A;
k

=aA?

It follows that

PF (SUP I bACYA,2J > a y A;) 5 I: PF (SUP Yk,,l, > £, a y A;)ZbkYk,2kP~ 2) Pk 2 PF( uYk,I ekayA2)

.Z1:2kPF (Yk,I~.>ekayA)k

Our strategy now is to use the exponential bound furnished by Lemma 7.5 to bound the final sum
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in this display. Let us first verify that the lemma applies. By hypothesis the kernel K satisfies the

assumptions of that lemma, and h,s 5AOn-115. Therefore that lemma applies to all increments

n2/5(f(t)-fq(t:)) for t e (tj,t +), where i .0. In particular it applies to every Yk,I,.
To apply Lemma 7.5, put T 2- k = ek a y A?; then by (7.32) for any k 2 1

PF(Yk,1U >e C A?2) < exp[nIK,IIz II/Kh (2k k ay )A)2 2 (7.34)

Fix N (=10, say). Let m(i) be the least integer such that

K qI122m em ax 2 > 3 N M

Then for k > m, the denominator in (7.34) is smaller than

(1 + - ) IIK'II. n- 2/5 (2k ek a A.2) / 3N

while for k < m, the denominator is smaller than

(N + 1) IIK'II2 M

Hence,

>2F-,t F'e3(k,i) k < m(i)
PF(Yk1,>Yk , ayA) e4(k,i) k > m(i)

Here

e 3(k,i) = exp(- 03 (a y)2 A4?22 t2)
e4(k,i) = exp(- 4 axyA2 2k ek n215)

and

n115 h
2 (N + 1) IIK'II2 M

= n 1/5 hit
PJ4 1

2 (1 + -) IIK'II. / 3
N

As these inequalities depend on F only through the assumption that f is monotone decreasing on

[hns ,°°] and f (t) < M,
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00 com-l 0

SUP I PF{ sUP nl (f(t) -fn(ti)) >ayA,2) < .1: ( 2" e3(ki) + z, 2" e4(ki)).

Now

£ 2" e3(ki) < Z £ 2k e3(ki)
i=0 k=1 i=O k=1

= 22k e3(k,i)
k=1 i=0

And

£ e3(k,i) < exp(- 3 (a y)2 A04 22 E 2) £ exp(- f3 (ay)2 3 A 2Si 2> e2)
exp(- 3 (a y)2 Ao 22* e)

1 -exp(- P3 (a 7)2 3 A3 8 22 E2)*

Note that min 22 = Using this in the denominator of the last expression, we get
k > 1 T

7- e3(k i) < Ps exp(- P3 (a )2 A4 22 k2)
i.=0

and so

cx

£ 2ZF e3(ki) < 5 1; 2k exp(-.33 (ay)2 2 k).
k=0 i=0 k=)

Now we note that

m 2a =min& 2 4=] 6 > 0,
k. k k.1I k5J

say, so that 22* E2 > 6 k. Then we have

2k exp(- 13~(a y)2 A4 222 e2) < exp(- 7 k)

and so, supposing A0 is large enough that 17 > 0,

Z 2k E e3(ki) < 5 1 - exp(- 57(A))
k=1 i4) ep-P7A)

This is the first half of the lemma. Consider now the second term.

j4 k 2k e4(kJ1)< i:2k3 e4(ki
i=0 k =m(i) k=1 i=0

and by an argument similar to the one for e 3(k ,i)
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e4(k,i)5 exp(-04ayA6 2k Et n2)
'm° Il-exp(>-42ayAO62kekn2/l)

Then, noting that

mi 2* 8 6mm 2 tk =- * -

k a1 9 ,

we have

£ e4(k ,i) P exp(-f4a yAi 2 etk n25).
i=0

And, putting

mm 2ke
min k * = 9 > °'

we have 2kek 2 39 k and so, if we put

3IO(AO) = 4 a y L2A 9 n215 - log(2)
then

2k exp(-P4 ayA42t et n215) < exp(-f I*ok).
And, supposing A0 is so large that flo > 0,

: 2k Z e4(k,i) < p exp(- Ps(^o))Ak=i i~ 10I- exp(- f310(AO))

by the same arguments as used for the e3(k,i) sums. This gives the second bound and completes the

proof.
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